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of




Global and Multicultural Dimensions
of
Ancient and Medieval Philosophy
and
Social and Literary Thought
Africana, Jewish, Greek, Christian, Islamic, and Asian Traditions
' NTH* 
BINg HAMTON UK 
: DEPARTMENT OF W
Conference Hosts ____________
Department of Philosophy 
Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies (CEMERS)
Binghamton University, SUNY
October 24j 25 and 26,1997 
Susquehanna Room (Friday Night 5:30-11:00 p.m.) and 
Student Services, Third Floor 
Binghamton University, SUNY, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
Registration
For further information contact Parviz Morewedge [(607) 777-4495/6104/6107/6108; Fax 
(607) 777-6132/2642; pmorewed@binghamton.edu] or Anthony Preus [(607) 777-2886; Fax 
(607) 777-2734; apreus@binghamton.edu ] at Binghamton University, SUNY Binghamton, NY 
13902-6000. http : //philosophy. adm .binghamton.edu/ssips/
Conference is open to the public. A fee of $15 must be paid by October 1,1997 for the dinner on 
Friday night (October 24,1997). A fee of $30 covers registration, two program brochures, two 
breakfasts and two luncheons. All speakers are required to register; the public is invited to 
register. Please make your check payable to “SSIPS” and sent to P. Morewedge at the address 
listed above.
Cosponsors
Society for the Study of Islamic Philosophy and Science (SSIPS), Society for 
Ancient Greek Philosophy (SAGP), International Society for Neoplatonic Studies 
(ISNS), Society for Aristotelian Studies (SAS), Institute of Islamic Studies of 
McGill University, Philosophy Departments of Binghamton University, SUNY 
Oneonta, Brock University (Canada) and Dowling College, School of Theology 
of Marmara University in Turkey, International Congress of Islamic Philosophy, 
International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization in Malaysia, Hamdarad 
Foundation of Pakistan, Al-Mansura University in Egypt and the Sikh Heritage 
Foundation of New York. Consortium for Central Asian Studies, Beruni Institute 
of Oriental Studies at Uzbekistan, Dowling College Institute for Italian Studies at 
Rome, Organization of Islamic Culture and Relations (Iran)
Program Committee 
Co-chairpersons: Parviz Morewedge [SSIPS, Institute of Global Cultural 
Studies; (607) 777-4495, Fax 6132]; Anthony Preus [SAGP; Philosophy 
Dept. (607) 777-2886, Fax 2734]. Members: Ali A. Mazrui, H. Landolt, 
Charles Burroughs, John Chaffee, Ricardo R. Laremont, Gerald A. Press, J. 
Hackett, C. Perricone, Oliver Leaman, Gurcharan Singh, Sandro Sticca, 
and others. Send Inquiries to: P. Morewedge or A. Preus at Binghamton 
University, Binghamton, New York, 13902-6000.
Air Line Special Discount
Call Apple Travel Agency at Binghamton for special discounts to 
conference participants: (607) 722-2228 or (800) 690-2261 and ask for 
Donald Miller or Tracy Covert and mention “IGCS/SUNY International 
Philosophy Conference”.
Attendance
Institute of Global Cultural Studies of Binghamton University (IGCS) 
invites all members of the academic community and their friends and 
families to attend the conference. A fee of $15 is charged for the banquette 
at Friday Night. The registration fee of $30 covers two luncheons and two 
breakfasts and is required of all conference speakers. Make your check 
payable to SSIPS and send to P. Morewedge at the address listed above. 
For accommodations, the following places are recommended: Skylark 
Motor Lodge (607)-748-3392 [$26.00 singles, $30.00-$34.00 two to four 
persons]; Parkway Motel (607) 785-3311 [$32.00 singles, $40-55 up to 
four persons]; HoJo Inn (607) 729-6181 [$38.00 singles, $42-48.00 up to 
four persons]; Holiday Inn (607) 729-6371 [$58.00 singles up to four 
persons]; Residence Inn (607) 770-8500 [Fully equipped kitchens, 
transportation accessible, etc.: $83.00 Studios -  up to four persons- and 
$110.00 for Penthouse Suites — up to six persons or more.]
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 24,1997
3:30 - 6 p.m. Student Service Wings, Third Floor
Official registration will be at the Susquehanna Room from 5:30 p.m. on Friday.
3:30 - 6 p.m. Multicultural Panels on Philosophy
la. Ancient Philosophy. Organized by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Thomas Arp (St. Louis University), "Thrasymachus' Immoraliát Position"
Ze'ev Perelmuter (U. o f Toronto), "Some Remarks on Aristotle's 'Hypolepsis'"
Sean Kelsey (Iowa State University) "The Argument of Aristotle's MetaphysicsE.3"
lb . Islamic Philosophy. Organized by SSIPS 
Chair: TBA
Bilal Kuspinar (ISTAC, Malaysia), "Ankaravi on the Teachings of ibn Arabi"
Seyyed Mohammad Mesbah Moosavi (McGill U), "A Critical Analysis of Recent 
Theories of Historicism"
Sri Mulyati (McGill U), "cAyn al-Qudat al-Hammadhani on the Concept of'walaya' "
lc. Social and Economic Thought I. Organized by IGCS 
Chair and Comments: Samuel E. Quainoo (Binghamton U)
Ruzima C. Sebuharara (Binghamton U), "The Model of'Structural Adjustment Program’ 
and 'Economic Development' in African Studies"
Thoma Uthop (Syracuse U and Binghamton U), "Religious Conflicts in Global 
Perspectives"
Yasin Ceylon (Middle East Technical U), "Islam and the Global Dialogue"
Ami Yuksel (Gazi U), "Alternative Notions of Self in Philosophies of Education for 
the Global Age"
ld. Student Panels.
Organizer and Comments: Douglas W. Shrader (SUNY Oneonta)
Chair: Amanda Schwarz (SUNY Oneonta)
John R. Hartmann (Alfred U), "Individuation: Between Eastern and Western Thought" 
Kevin Goetz (SUNY Oneonta), TBA
Daniel Bristol (SUNY Oneonta), "The Paradigm of Emptiness: A Commentary on 
Diamond Sutra"
5:30-7:00 p.m. Susquehanna Room, Binghamton University
5:30 Registration: Susquehanna Lobby
6:00 Buffet Dinner
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7:00 p.m. Introductions:
Chair: Parviz Morewedge {Binghamton U) Conference Cö-Chairperson, SSIPS, IGCS 
Anthony Preus {Binghamton U), Conference Co-Chairperson, SAGP, Philosophy chair 
Ali A. Mazrui {Binghamton U), Conference Sponsor, IGCS 
Solomon W. Polachek {Binghamton U.), Dean of Harpur College 
Robert M. Berchman (Dowling College), D.C.P.
Ricardo René Laremont {Binghamton U), IGCS 
Charles Burroughs {Binghamton U), CEMERS
John P. Anton {U o f South Florida) and R. Baine Harris {Old Dominion U.), ISNS
7:30 p.m. Plenary Panel on Greek Philosophy
Chair: Robert M. Berchman {Dowling College)
Harold Tarrant {U. o f Newcastle), "The Other Seduction: Sicilian Rhetoric in the 
Gorgias"
John P. Anton {U. o f South Florida, Tampa), "The Agathon Interlude in the Symposium" 
Horst Seidl {Pontificia Universitas Lateranensis), "Philosophical Foundations of the 
Pre-Philosophical Realism: A Confrontation between Aristotle and Kant"
Henry J. Blumenthal {Liverpool U), "Neoplatonic Views on Perception and Memory"
SATURDAY OCTOBER 25,1997
Panels held at the Student Services Wing, third floor 
8:00-9:00 a.m. Breakfast
9 a.m.-12 noon Multicultural Panels on Philosophy
3a. Hesiod and Early Greek Philosophy
Organizer and Chair: Gerard Naddaf {York U.)
Mitchell Miller {Vassar College), "Justice and Cosmos in Hesiod"
Robert Hahn {Southern Illinois U), "Cosmos, Imagination and Politics in Hesiod" 
Gerard Naddaf {York U. ), "Hesiod, Forerunner of the Idea of Progress"
3b. Plato’s Republic. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: Margaret Graver {Dartmouth College)
Mark Moes {Grand Valley State U), "Fathers & Sons: A Psychotherapeutic Theme in 
Plato's Republic."
Alex John London {U. o f Virginia), "Wisdom, Ruling, and the Craft Analogy in 
Republic I"
Oliver Larmi {Bloomsburg University), "Plato's Epistemic Logic in Republic 476d ff '
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3c. Re-Examining the Socratic Elenchus I. Organized by Gerald Press and Gary 
Scott
Organizer and Chair: Gerald A. Press, {Hunter College)
Hayden Ausland (U o f Montand), "Conventional Origins of Socratic Arguments"
Gary Scott {Saint Peter's College) and William Welton {Xavier U.), "Not Just For 
Refutation: The Varied Functions of Elenchus in Plato's Dialogues"
Harold Tarrant {U o f Newcastle), "Zalmoxis of Athens: Elenchos as Medecine and 
Magic"
Commentator: Charles M. Young {Claremont Graduate University)
3d. Ancient Aesthetic Theory I
Organizer: Christopher Perricone {Iona College)
Chair: Killian Curry {Iona College)
Salim Kemal {U. o f Dundee), "Averroes and Aesthetics"
Angela Curran {Bucknell U), "Tragic Error and Aristotle's Favorite Tragedies"
Clint Corcoran {High Point U), "Aristotle on Comic Reversal"
Asli Gocer {Hollins College), "What Platonic and Islamic Philosophy Have in Common 
in Rejecting Representational Art"
3e. Aristotle’s Logic and Metaphysics. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: Martha Husain {Brock U.)
George Boger {Canisius College), "The Hippocratic Prescription for Philosophy"
Allan Bäck {Kutztown U), "How the Fallacy of Accident Got Its Name (And Lost It)" 
Tom Olshewsky {U. o f Kentucky), "The Matter with Matter: Aristotle on Relative Matter" 
A1 and Maria Miller {Catholic U), "Entelecheia as Function and Formal Cause; Energeia 
as Outcome of Material and Efficient Causes"
3f. Aristotle on the Intellect
Organizer and Chair: John Sisko {College o f William & Mary)
Greg Bayer {College o f Wooster), "Nous in De Anima III.4-5 and Posterior Analytics 
11.19"
Victor Caston {Brown U), "Aristotle's Two Intellects: A Modest Proposal"
John Sisko {College o f William and Mary), "De Anima III. 5: Is Nous Pathetikos Also 
PhantasiaV
3g. East Asian Philosophy II
Organizer and Chair: John Chaffee {Binghamton U.)
Watanabe Buichiro {SUNY, Stony Brook), "The Self in Shingun Buddhism"
Zu Yan Chen {Binghamton U), TBA
Jason P. Blahuta {U. o f Ottawa), "The Humanistic Link between Heidegger and the 
Tao Te Ching"
Yong Huang {Kutztown U), "Kaufman's God as Creativity and Cheng Hao's Heaven 
as Generativity: Ultimate Reality According to Christianity and Confucianism"
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3g. Neoplatonism. Sponsored by ISNS 
Chair: Laura Westra (U. o f Windsor)
Coeli Fitzpatrick (.Binghamton U.), "Neoplatonism and Medicine"
Emilie F. Kutash (NYC), "The Several Types of Infinity in Proclus"
Arkadi Chouffine (Princeton U), "On Eriugena's Appropriation of the Neoplatonic 
Concept of Self-Movement"
3h. Neoplatonism. Sponsored by ISNS
Chair and Comment: Henry Blumenthal (Liverpool U.)
Christos Evangeliou (Towson State U), "Pletho's Criticism of Aristotle"
Suzanne Stem-Gillet (Bolton College), "The Beautiful and the Forms: An Examination 
of Plotinus Ennead 6.7.32 and 33."
Gary Shaw (Stone Hill College), TBA
3h. Philosophy of Al-Ghazali. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: Hermann Lamdolt (McGill U)
David Burrell (Notre Dame U.), "Al-Ghazali and the Primacy of Practical Reason" 
Timothy J. Gianotti (Penn State U.), "Al-Ghazali and the Philosophers I: the Kindian and 
the Avicennean Roots of al-Ghazali's Theory of Prophecy"
Carol Bargeron (Louisiana State U.), "Is 'Certain Knowledge' Necessary' Knowledge 
for al-Ghazali?"
3i. Medieval Philosophy. Sponsored by CEMERS 
Chair: Jeremiah Hackett (U. o f South Carolina)
James T. H. Martin (St. John’s U), "Neoplatonic Without Monism: on Aquinas' 
Methodology"
Linda Farmer (U. o f St. Thomas), "Unum numero and unum de numero: Multiplication 
and Individual Aquinas”
Marie I. George (St. John's U), "Aquinas on the Nature of Trust"
3j. Islamic Philosophical Theology. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: Wafaa Ibrahim (Egyptian U., Cairo)
Daniel C. Peterson (Brigham Young U), "Qur'anic Cosmogony"
Wan Azhar Wan Ahmad (ISTAC, Malaysia), "The Essential Relationship Between 
Theology and Jurisprudence"
Zeki Saritoprak (Catholic U.), "Second Coming of Jesus and Dialogue Between 
Muslims-Christian in Islamic Perspective"
3m. Philosophy and Culture. Sponsored by IGCS
Chair: Oidinposha Sharifa Imamhoja-Nasr (Binghamton U.)
Achim Ködderman (SUNY Oneonta), “Cultural Perspectives on Philosophy”
Amer al-Roubaei (ISTAC, Malaysia), "Globalization and Its Implication on Cultural 
Values in Muslim Societies"
R. Raj Singh (Brock U.), "Individual and Society: Hindu Thought and Phenomenology" 
Ruhi Kose (Middle East Technical U.), "Societal Effects of the Turkish Republican 
Educational Policies"
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3n. Social and Economic Thought and Contemporary Africa
Organizer and Chair: Gloria Emeagwali (Connecticut State U)
Adeline Apena (.Russell Sage U), "Underlying Family Philosophy and the 
Implications for Change in Contemporary Nigeria"
Gloria Emeagwali (Connecticut State U.), 'Economic Philosophy and the Economic 
Reform in Nigeria"
Aisha Samad Matías (CCNY, CUNY), "Changing Socio-political Perspectives and the 
Somali Refugee Crisis"
Ambassador Perezi Kamunanwire (CUNY), "The Great Lake Region: Diverse Social 
and Political Views"
J. Dumas (U o f New Mexico), 'The Military in Africa: Theory and Practice"
S. N. Sangmpam (Syracuse U), "Africa and Social Theory"
12 noon-1:00 p.m. Buffet Luncheon
1:00-4:00 p.m. Multicultural Panels on Philosophy
4a. Early Greek Philosophy. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: Gerald Kadish (Binghamton U)
Rose Chérubin (George Mason U), "Aeyeîv, νοείν and τι εον in Parmenides"
J. Michael Degener (U of Massachusetts)."The Tragic Horizon: Heidegger's 
Epoche and the Flaw of Phenomenology"
Warren Murray (U de Laval), "Getting Into a Rut with Empedocles"
4b. The Phenomenon of Socrates
Organized by Ellen Wagner (U o f North Florida) and Naomi Reshotko (U o f Denver) 
Chair: Ellen Wagner (U o f North Florida)
Naomi, Reshotko (U o f Denver), "The Phenomenology of Socratic Eudaimonia"
Ellen Wagner (U o f North Florida), "Supervenience and the Soul in the Phaedo"
Tony Chu (Metropolitan S.C., Denver), "Power, Justice and Benefit: Republic 338c 
342e"
4c. Re-Examining the Elenchos II
Organized by Gary Scott and Gerald Press (Hunter College)
Chair: Jacob Howland (U o f Tulsa)
François Renaud (U de Moncton), "Ethical Elenchos"
Anne-Marie Bowery (Baylor U), "Looking Beyond the Elenchos: Socratic Pedagogy 
and the Possibility of a Platonic Critique"
Elinor J. M. West (Long Island U), "Elenchos on Trial: Can it Address Both New and 
Old Audiences?"
P. Christopher Smith (U. o f Massachusetts), "The (De)construction of Irrefutable 
Argument in Plato's Philebus"
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4d. Plato's Moral Philosophy. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Marina Berzins McCoy (Boston U.), "Naturalism in Ethics and Plato's Critique of 
Protagoras"
Eva Buccione (U o f Guelph), "The Hybris-Sophrosyne Antithesis in Plato's Phaedrus" 
Carol Gould (U. o f South Florida), “Plato on the Moral Inferiority of the Narrative over 
the Visual Image”
4e. Ancient Aesthetics II.
Organizer and Chair: Christopher Perricone (Iona College)
David Bowen (U. o f Louvain), "Poetry, Philosophy, Truth: From the Poetry of 
Dionysus to the Theatre of the Philosopher"
Grace Ledbetter (Swarthmore College), "Socratic Reading: Literary Criticism and 
Plato's Apology"
Sarah Worth (Allegheny College), "Plato and Walton on Emotion and Belief: A Study 
in Fiction"
Phil Hopkins (U. o f Texas), "The Ion and Socrates' Philosophy of Art"
4f. Aristotle on Unity and Plurality. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: Christos Evangeliou (Towson State U.)
Martin Herrn (U. o f Kansas), "The One and The Many in Aristotle"
Ian Bell (U. Toronto), "Are Being and Unity the Substances of Things? On the 
Eleventh Aporia of Metaphysics B"
Howard Ponzer (New School), "On Aristotle's Notion of Primary Ousia: Individual and 
Universal"
4g. Aristotle on Phronesis and Knowledge. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: Daryl Tress (Fordham U)
Suzanne Foster (Marquette U), "Aristotle and Animal Phronesis"
Hope May (Central Michigan U) "The Relationship between Phronesis and Sophia in 
Aristotle's Ethics"
Klaus Brinkmann (Boston Ü), "The Role of the Universal in Aristotle's Epistemology"
4h. Neoplatonism and Later Philosophy. Sponsored by CEMERS 
Chair: Norman Holub (Dowling College)
Robert M. Berchman (Dowling College), "Plotinus on Evil"
Paul Hartog (Loyola U.), “Iamblichus De Mysteriis 31 : Are the ‘Atheoi’ Christians?” 
Arkadi Choufrine (Princeton U), "Aspects of Infinity in Clement of Alexandria" 
Michael Mittelstadt (Binghamton U.), TBA
4L Medieval Philosophy II. Sponsored by CEMERS
Chair: Larry Roberts (Binghamton U.)
John F. Boler (Binghamton U), "Choice and Evil in Anselm's De casu diaboli” , 
Jeremiah Hackett (U o f S. Carolina), "Necessity in Abu Masher and Roger Bacon" 
John Tomarchio (Boston U.), "Aquinas' Hermeneutic of Intensive Infinity"
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4j. F. Razi and Taftazani. Sponosred by SSIPS 
ChairYasin Ceylan {Middle East Technical U)
Mohd Zaidi Ismail (ISTAC, Malaysia), "Sa'ud'i-Din al-Tañazani on Self Evidence of 
Knowledge: His Critique of Fakhr al-Din Razi's Argument"
Shalahudin Kafrawi (McGill U), "Fakhr al-Din Razi's Source of Ta'wil: Between 
Revelation and Reason"
Habiba Rahim (St. John's U.), 'Reflections on Taftazani’s Philosophy"
4k. Islamic Philosophy IV. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: Bilal Kuspinar (ISTAC, Malaysia)
David Buchman (SUNYStony Brook), "The Perfect Man in Contemporary Yemenis 
Sufism"
David L. Martin (Washington Academy), TBA
Ali Errishi (Fitchburgh State College), "Ontic and Noetic Recurssion in Fiqh, Kalam and 
Falsafa: Some Gödelian Reflections on Islamic Quantum Occasionalism"
4L Islamic Theology and Philosophy V. Sponsored by CEMERS 
Chair: Majid Fakhry (Georgetown U.)
Karim Douglas Crow (American U Center for Global Peace), "The Creation of al-cAql 
(Wisdom-Intellect): Hadïth in the Service of Theology and Philosophy" 
Oidinposha Sharifa Imamhoja-Nasr (Binghamton U), "Avicenna, Descartes and Hume 
on the Ontological Argument"
John Moyne (Queens, CUNY), "Rumi and His Mystical Ethos"
Mahmoud Namazi (McGill Ü), "The Criteria for Evaluation of Mystical Experience"
4m. Mulla Sadra and Mysticism. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: Hermann Landolt (McGill U.)
Comments: Mehdi Aminrazavi (Mary Washington College)
Ali Mesbah (McGill U), "The Epistemology of Mulla Sadra"
Sajjad Rizvi (Cambridge U), "The Concept of the Four Journeys in Sadrian Philosophy: 
the Influence of the School of Ibn Arabi and the Myth of Travel"
Irfan Omar (Lehigh U), "Mysticism According to the Akhbary Tradition"
4n. East Asian II. Translating Ideas: Theories of Translation in the Chinese Tradition
Organizer and Chair: John Chaffee (Binghamton Ü.)
Ron Guey Chu (Academia Sínica, Taipei), "Tradition in the Sung and Ming Dynasties" 
Marie Guraino (State U. o f Connecticut), TBA 
Terry Kleeman (College o f William and Mary), TBA
Steven Angel (Wesleyan U.), "Concept o f’Right' in the late 20th Century China" 
Discussants: Irene Bloom (Bernard College)
Conrad Schirokauer (Columbia U )
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4o. A Symposium on African Philosophy II
Chair: Ricardo René Laremont (Binghamton U)
Dennis Brutus {Pittsburgh U.)
Taban lo Liyong {U. o f Venda)
Babacar Diop {Hobart and Smith College)
Abisi Sharakiya {Binghamton U)
Barry Hallen {Morehouse College)
4:00 p.m.-6:30: Special Symposia; Meetings of Societies
5a. Society for Aristotelian Studies. The Problem of Freedom in Aristotle
Organized by Warren Murray {U. de Laval)
Chair: Marie George {St. John's U.)
Warren J. Murray {U. de Laval),“ Choice and Free Will in Aristotle”
TBA, "Liberal Education and True Freedom in Aristotle's Politics"
Stephanie Grégoire {U. de Laval), "Aristotle's Attempt to Justify Natural Slavery" 
Duane Berquist {Assumption College), "For Human Nature is Enslaved in Many Ways"
5b. Society for Bioethics and Ancient Philosophy
Organized by Mark Kuczewski 
Chair: Alex John London (U. o f Virginia)
Christopher E. Cosans {George Washington U), "Facing Death as a Stoic: Epictetus on 
Suicide and Euthanasia"
Chad D. Wilson {Binghamton University), "Speculations on Generation: Aristotle, 
Genesis, and Virtual Fetuses"
5c. Plato and Phenomenology. Sponsored by SAGP 
Organizer and Chair: Martin Dillon {Binghamton U)
Harrison Pemberton {Washington and Lee U), "Plato's Sophist"
Anne Freire Ashbaugh {Colgate U), "Skepticism in the Cratylus"
Claudia Baracchi {U. o f Oregon), "A More Sublime Paternity: Questions of Filiation 
and Authority in Plato's Republic.
5d. Plenary Panel: Direct and Indirect Textual Evidence in Aristotle’s Poetics.
Coordinator and Discussion Leader: Martha Husain {Brock U), "Direct and Indirect 
Textual Evidence in Aristotle's Poetics: Statement of the Problem"
Costas Georgiadis {McMaster U) "To What Extent is Aristotle's Theory of Tragedy 
due to its Model, Sophocles' Oedipus The KingT 
Laura Westra {U. o f Windsor)
Salim Kerrtal {U. o f Dundee)*
Eugene Garver {St. John's U.)
Horst Seidl {Pontifica U. Lateranensis)
5e. Sikh Philosophy I.. Sponsored by Sikh Heritage Society of New York
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5f. Philosophy of Culture: Shakespeare and Company. Sponsored by IGCS 
Chair: Elizabeth Tucker (Binghamton U.)
Taban li Liyong (U. o f Venda), "ATR meets ETR in Ethics and Morals of 
Shakespeare's Tragedies"
Ali A. Mazrui {Binghamton U.), "Between Shaka and Shakespeare: The African 
Experience of the Bard"
Dennis Brutus {U. o f Pittsburgh), "Literature between Art and Philosophy"
5g. Plenary Panel on Henry Corbin’s Methodology in Islamic Philosophy
Chair and Speakers: Hermann Landolt {McGill U)
Comments: Daniel C. Peterson {Brigham Young U), Majid Fakhry {Georgetown U.), 
Mehdi Aminrazavi {George Washington U.), Robert Wisnovsky {Harvard U.), and 
Oliver Leaman {U Of Liverpool)
5h. The Meeting of the Officers of the International Society for Neoplatonic Studies 
(ISNS)
President: John P. Anton {S. Florida State U., Tampa)
Officers: R. Baine Harris {OldDominion U), Christos Evangeliou {Towson U.), Robert 
M. Berchman {Dowling College), Aphrodite Alexandrakis {Barry U.), James T. H. 
Martin {St. John's U), Henry J. Blumenthal (U. o f Liverpool), Lloyd Gerson {U. o f  
Toronto), Parviz Morewedge {Binghamton U), and Jeremiah Hackette {U. ofS. 
Carolina)
SUNDAY OCTOBER 26,1997
Please note tha t the time changes o vernight: turn clocks ba ck one hour
Panels held at the Student Services Wing, third floor
8:30-9:00 a.m. Breakfast
9 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Multicultural Panels on Philosophy
6a. Plato’s Later Dialogues. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
David P. Hunt {Whittier College), "The 'Problem of Fire': Referring to Phenomena in 
Plato's Timaeus"
Evanthia Speliotis {Bellarmine College), "Weaving and Philosophy in the Theaetetus, 
Sophist, and Statesman"
Anne Mamary {St. Lawrence U), "Madly Inspired: Plato's Shifting Cultural Context"
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6b. Socrates. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Paul Neufeld (Michigan State U), "Socrates and Paideia in the Crito"
Eric Perl {Catholic U), "Socrates and the Beautiful"
Enid Bloch (U. o f Buffalo), "The Psychodynamics of Socrates' Death"
6c. Classical Theories of Meaning and Signification. Sponsored by S AGP 
Chair: TBA
Susan Levin (Smith College), "Plato's Cratylus, Etymology, and the Derveni Papyrus: 
New Evidence Regarding the Dialogue's Sources"
Julie K. Ward (Loyola U, Chicago), "Λέγεται προς εν: Aristotle's Answer to Platonic 
Semantics"
Fouad Kalouche (Binghamton U), "Antisthenes' Theory of Unique Enunciation"
6d. Re-Examining the Elenchos III
Organized by Gerald Press and Gary Scott 
Chair: Bernard Freydberg (Slippery Rock U)
Gerald A. Press (Hunter College), "The Elenchos in Charmides 162-175"
Tom Schmid (U. o f North Carolina, Wilmington), "Socrates' Practice of Elenchos in 
Plato's Charmides Revisited"
Francisco Gonzalez (Skidmore College), "The Socratic Elenchos as Protreptic" 
Commentator: Lloyd P. Gerson (U. o f Toronto)
6e. Praxis and Poesis: Plato vs. Aristotle
Organizer and Chair David O'Connor (U. Of Notre Dame)
Gretchen Reydam-Schils (U. Of Notre Dame), TBA
Andrew Payne (U. O f Notre Dame), "Giving Birth in the Beautiful: Diotima's Alternative 
to Aristotelian Praxis and Poiesis"
David O'Connor (U. Of Notre Dame), "Where Aristotle's Action Is: Common Ground for 
Philosophy and Politics?"
6f. Aristotle and Nature. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Ian Funk (Binghamton U), "Aristotelian Nature and Defective Ends"
Errol Katayama (Iowa State U), "Aristotle on Nature and Art"
Daryl M. Tress (Fordham Ü), "Aristotle Against the Hippocratics on the Principles of 
Sexual Generation"
Laura Westra (U. o f Windsor), "The Notion of Limit (Horos) in Aristotle's Foundation 
for a Global Ethic"
6g. Neoplatonic Theories of the Soul. Oranized by ISNS 
Organizer and Chair: Joseph Koterski (Fordham U.),
Sophie Berman (St. Peter's College), "The Individual Soul in Plotinus: Less is More, or 
the Motionless Journey"
Alice Hunsberger (New York City), "Avicenna's Doctrine of the Soul"
Joseph Koterski (Fordham U.), "John Scotus Eriugena on the Soul"
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6h. Stoicism. Organized by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Alejandro De Acosta (.Binghamton U), "The Continuing Significance of the Stoic 
Theory of Incorporeals"
Victoria Voytko (U o f South Carolina), "Functions of Indiscemability in the Stoic 
Universe"
Eric A. Brown (Washington U.), "Cosmopolitanism and Patriotism in Cicero's De 
Officiis"
William O. Stephens (Creighton U), "Epictetus on the Irrationality of Fearing Death 
and Reasons for Suicide"
6i. Medieval Philosophy V. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
William E. Mumion (Ramapo College), “Reflections on the Metaphysics of Aquinas" 
Edward M. Macierowski {Benedictine College), "Did Aquinas Change His Mind about 
the Analogy of Being"
Douglas Lackey {Baruch, CUNY), TBA
Michael Khatib {Minn. School o f Professional Psychology), "Addiction: In Augustine 
andtheDSM-VI"
6j. The Philosophy of Suhrwardi
Organizer and Chair: Oliver Leaman {U. o f Liverpool)
Oliver Leaman {U o f Liverpool), "Suhrawardi: Analytic Philosopher or Mystic"
Mehdi Aminrazavi {Mary Washington U), "Suhrawardi's Philosophical Poetry" 
Roxanne Marcotte {McGill U), "Avicenna and Suhrawardi on Imagination"
Sajjad Rizvi {Cambridge U), "The Roots of an Aporia in Later Islamic Philosophy: the 
Essence-Existence Distinction in the Philosophies of Avicenna and Suhrawardi"
6k. Ibn Sina and Alfarabi. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair:
Itwin Anwar {McGill U), "Avicenna's Use of Allegory for Philosophical Mysticism" 
Amran Muhammad {1STAC, Malaysia), " Ibn Sina's Theory of Demonstration"
Tariq Ali Jaffar {McGill U), "Logic and Mysticism in the Works of al-Farabi"
Agha Morteza Tehrani {Binghamton U), "Amuli and Hegel on Religion"
61. Islamic Philosophy IV. Metaphilosophy of Science. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: TBA
Robert Wisnovsky {Harvard U), "Philosophies of Causation in Islamic Tradition" 
Husain Kamaly {Columbia U), "Motion and Causation in Islamic Philosophy" 
liai Alón {Carleton U), "Al-Farabi’s Philosophical Lexicon"
Idris Hamid {SUNY Buffalo), "Motion in Post Classical Islamic Philosophy"
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6m. East Asian Philosophy III
Organizer and Chair: Lisa Raphals (.Bard College)
Lisa Raphals (Bard College)
Michael Puett, TB A 
TBA
6n. Jewish Philosophy
Chair: Lance Sussman (Binghamton U.)
Lance Sussman {Binghamton U), TBA
Abraham Unger (Yeshiva University), "Neoplatonism in the Jewish Tradition"
Douglas W. Shrader (SUNY, Oneonta), "Ishmael: An Analysis and a Commentary" 
Stephen Ricks and Daniel Peterson {Brigham Young U), "The Prophetic Call of 
Mohammad in Israelite Tradition"
Heidi Ravven {Hamilton College), TBA
* Lenn E. Goodman {Vanderbilt U), TBA
* Idit Dobbs-Weinstein {Vanderbilt U), TBA
60. African Philosophy III. Methodology. Sponsored by IGCS 
Chair: Tina Quainoo-Richardson {Lehigh U.)
Taban Lo Liyong {U. o f Venda), "Numerals: Their Names, Types and Incidences 
Throughout Africa"
Darryl Thomas {Binghamton U.), "A New Methodology in Africana Science"
Jeffrey Crawford {Central State U), "Perspectives on Africana Intellectual History"
6p. Islamic Philosophy
Chair: TBA
Ibrahim Yasin {Al-Mansura, Egypt and U o f Kuwait), "Al-Farabi and Islamic Political 
Thought"
AbulFadl Sajedi {McGill U), "The Role of Reason in the Interpretation of Qur'an 
According to Tabatab'i"
L. Alexandrin {McGill U), Ture Knowledge in Abu Ya'qub al-Sijistani's Kashf 
al-Mahjuh "
6q. Italian Culture. [In Two Parts: 6q and 7k; see 7k] Sponsored by CEMERS 
Organized and Chair: Sandro Sticca {Binghamton U.)
Benedetto Fontana {Baruch CollegeCUNY), "Gramsci's Vision of Hegemony and 
Classical Antiquity"
Linda Ardito {Dowling College), "The Bow and the Lyre"
Rosemarie LaValva {Binghamton U), "New Perspectives on Romantic Poetry: Medieval 
to Modem"
Vincenzo D'Angelo {Institute Professional Torre de Passeri, Italy), TBA 
Carlo Lombardi {Dowling College), "Reminiscence of a Lost Tradition: The Romantic 
Pianistic Tradition"
12 noon-1:00 p.m. Buffet Luncheon
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1:00-4:00 p.m. Multicultural Panels on Philosophy
7a. Ancient Theories of the Soul. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Richard Taylor {Marquette U), "Averroes' Aristotelian Arguments for the Separate 
Material Intellect"
Eric Snider (U o f Toledo), "Friendship in the Lysis"
Darcy Otto {McMaster U), "Alexander of Aphrodisias on the Immortal Soul"
7b. Ancient Philosophy and its Implications. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
Anthony Preus {Binghamton U.), “Thoth and Apollo: Greek Myths of the Origin of 
Philosophy”
Amy Wieber {Binghamton U), "Wandering Between Worlds: Re-reading Place in the 
Symposium, F. Schlegel and Arnim's 'Report on Gunderrode's Suicide'"
Mustafa Al-Nakeeb {SUNYBuffalo), "History as Propoganda: Reading Plato's 
'Menexenus,' in light of the Gorgias and Phaedrus. "
7c. Aristotle. Sponsored by SAGP 
Chair: TBA
William Wians {Merrimack College) "Aristotle's Principle of Non-Contradiction as the 
Starting Point for Inquiry"
Eugene Garver {St. John's U, MM), "Aristotle's Moral Virtues are Political Virtues"
7d. Islamic Philosophy. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: Mehdi Aminrazavi {Mary Washington’s College)
Etin Anwar {McGill U), "Spirituality in Meister Eckhart and Avicenna"
Parviz Morewedge {Binghamton U.), "Intentionality in Later Islamic Philosophy"
Majid Fakhry {Georgetown U.), "The Organization of the Physics of Ibn Sina's Book 
of al-Shifä'"
7e. Islamic Philosophy. Sponsored by SSIPS 
Chair: Yasin Ceylan {Middle East Technical U.)
Ahmet Inam {Middle East Technical U), "The Concept of'Garib' in Turkish Cultural 
Heritage"
Todd Lawson {McGill U), "Kasb: Meaning and Practice"
Roxanne Marcotte {McGill U), TBA
Ahmad Kazemi Moussavi {ISTAC, Malaysia), "'Ulama-Government Relations in 
Ninteenth Century Iran"
7f. Symposium on Central Asian Studies. Sponsored by Consortium for Central Asian 
Studies
Organizer and Chair: Oidinposha Imamhoja-Nasr {Binghamton U.)
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7g. Symposium on Shicite Philosophy . Sponsored by the Islamic Institute of New York 
Chair: Morteza Agha Tehrani (Binghamton U)
Participants: Seyyed Muhammad Reza Hejazi {Catholic U), Muhammad 'Abd al- 
Muhammad Abul-Rahman {Union College), Seyyed 'Abd al-Rashid {NYU), Dawud Hanif 
{Long Islands U), Qasim Muhammad {NYC), and Idris Hamid {SUNY Buffalo), Siavash 
Saleh {New York U)
7h. Comparative Philosophy II. Sponsored by IGCS 
Chair: TBA
Hans Guggenheim {Boston U), ‘“Conjoin or not to Conjoin’ is the Question: the 
Discourse of Nagarjuna, Rav Huna and Deconstruction”
Abdollah Vakily {McGill U), "Where James and Sufism Meet: 'Relativization of Self 
in Religious Experience"
Ashok Malhotra {SUNY Oneonta),"Perspectives on the Self: Hinduism and Existentialism" 
Muhammad Fana’i {McGill U), "Religious Experience: A Comparative Study"
7i. Social Concepts: Communication and Globalism. Sponsored by IGCS v 
Chair: TBA
Achim Köddermann {SUNY, Oneonta), "Philosophies of Communication in the Global 
Village"
Akin Erguden {Middle East Technical U), "A Philosophical Approach to the Problem 
of Communication"
Charles Burroughs {Binghamton U), "Cultural History and Global Perspectives"
Terry MacKay {State U o f West Georgia), 'Literary Expressions of Revolution"
7j. Societal Concepts. Global Perspectives: Self and Society
Chair: Bilal Kuspinar {1STAC, Malaysia)
Ahmad Shafaat {Concordia U), "Historical Research and the Future of Religion"
Thomas Uthup {Syracuse U.), "Religious Perspectives and the Global Self'
Khaja Misbahuddin {McGill U), "Global Communication: Islamic Perspectives"
7k. Italian Culture. [In Two Parts: 6q and 7k; see 6q] Sponsored by CEMERS 
Organized and Chair: Sandro Sticca {Binghamton U)
Benedetto Fontana {Baruch College, CUNY), "Gramsci's Vision of Hegemony and 
Classical Antiquity"
Linda Ardito {Dowling College), "The Bow and the Lyre"
Rosemarie LaValva {Binghamton U), "New Perspectives on Romantic Poetry: Medieval 
to Modem"
Vincenzo D'Angelo {Institute Professional Torre de Passert, Italy), TBA 
Carlo Lombardi {Dowling College), "Reminiscence of a Lost Tradition: The Romantic 
Pianistic Tradition"
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PUBLICATIONS
Dowling Series in the H um anities an d  Social Sciences
Sponsor·. V ictor P . Meskill ( ex-officio); Editor in Chief·. Robert M. 
Berckm an; Managing Editor: Parviz Morewedge; Co-Editors: Joan 
Boyle, Josepk Bekar, James E. Caraway, Jeffery Cole, Andrew Karp, 
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Categories a n d  Experience, E ssa y s  on Aristo telian  T hem es, ky  J o k n  
P . A n to n . Aristotle's Principle of Contradiction: Its Ontological 
Foundations and Platonic Antecedents. T ke M eaning of O  Logos tes 
Ousias in  tke Categories la .  Tke A ristotelian D octrine of Homonyma. 
Observations on Aristotle's Theory of tke Categories. A ristotle’s T he­
ory of Categories and Post-Classical Ontologies. Tke U nity  of Scien­
tific Inquiry: Tke Scope of Ousia. Revolutions and Reforms. Politeia 
and Paideia: T ke S tructure of Constitutions. Aristotle on Justice and 
Equity, ideal Values and Cultural Action. IS B N  1-883058-02 -3 , 
3 4 6  pages, $ 1 7 .0 0  paperback, $ 3 0 .0 0  k  ardback.
A q u in a s  on M in d  a n d  Intellect·. N e w  E ssa y s ,  edited, ky  Je re m ia h  
H ac k e tt . Recognizing O ne of Aquinas' Debts to  Neoplatonism  (Josepk 
W . Koterski, S.J.); Aquinas, Roger Bacon and Latin  Averroism: Tke 
problem of tke Intellective Sou ί α  eremiah Hackett); Aquinas's Earliest 
Philosophy of M ind: "Mens" in  tke Commentary on the Sentences and
O tker Contemporaneous W ritings (Will iam E. M urnion); Intellectual 
Knowledge of M aterial Particulars in  Tkom as Aquinas: A n Introduc­
tion  (James B. Soutk); T k  ornas Aquinas on Intellect, Infinity  and Im ­
m ateriality (Mickaël J. Sweeney); Defense of a Tkom istic A rgum ent for 
Suksistent Soul (Jokn F . X. Knasas); Sense and Intentionality: A ris­
totle and Aquinas (James T . H . M artin) Aquinas and Freud on tke 
H um an Soul (Donald C. Akel). IS B N  1-883058-13 -9 , 2 8 0  pages, 
$ 1 7 .0 0  paperback, $ 3 0 .0 0  kardkack.
N eglected  A spec ts o f  Am erican Poetry'. T he G reek Independence  
W ar a n d  O ther S tu d ie s ,  ky  A a ro n  K ram er. Joel Barlow's Columbiad·, 
T ke Greek Independence W ar in  Am erican Poetry; Melville; W kit- 
man; Em m a Lazarus; A  M atter of Centennial Interest; A rturo Gio- 
vannitti; Jokn H all Wkeelock; Rokert Burns and Langston Hugkes; 
Sons of Jeremiak: Sol Funaroff and Alexander F . Bergman; M uriel 
Rukeyser; Owen Dodson. IS B N  1-883058-17 -1 , 3 7 9  pages, $ 1 7 .0 0  
paperkack, $ 3 0 .0 0  kardkack.
M apping Cyberspace: Social Resarch on the Electronic Frontier, by  
Joseph E . Behar. Social Researck and Cykerspace (Josepk E.Bekar); Tele­
communications and Social Relations: Case Studies. 1. “Tkey’ve Got tke 
Wkole World in T k  eir Hands:” A  Case Study of Social Control on Tbe 
Internet (Patricia J. Peterson); 2. E-Mail to Somaka: New Communica­
tion Media ketween Home and W ar-Fronts (Morton G. Ender); 3. 
SANCTUARY: Social Support on tke Internet (Janet Moursund); 4. Tke 
Dialectics Between tke Real and tke Virtual: Tke Case of tke Progressive 
Sociology Network (Martka E.Gimenez); Part ILVirtual Worlds and Social 
Tkeory. 5. C augkt in tke Wek: Tke P k  enomenon of “Cyberaddiction” 
(Myron Orleans); 6. Sex and Tke Internet: Deviant Bekavior and tke 
Skaping of Social Control (Steven R. Comisk & Craig B.Nerenkerg); 7. 
Social Transformation Tkrougk Spatial Transformation: From  Geospaces 
to Cykerspaces? (Robert M.Kitckin); Part III: Cyberspace and Poktical O r­
der. 8. Tke End of Mass society?: A  Preface to Telecommunication Poli­
tics ( Marc A. Triebwasser); 9· Internet Insurrection: Ckiapas and tke Lap­
top (Paid. Rick & Gudl ermo De Los Reyes ); 10. Cyberspace Democracy and 
Social Bekavior: Reflections and Refutations ( James Willson-Quayle) ;
Coda. Beyond tke Year 2000  in Cyberspace ( Joseph E.Bekar). IS B N  1- 
883058-43-0 , 2 5 3  pages , $ 1 7 .0 0  paperback, $ 3 0 .0 0  kardback.
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phy, e d ited  ky Jam es E . C araw ay. Tke Devil and Dionysus in  Mel- 
moth the Wanderer (Andrew Karp); Convergencias y Divergencias en la 
O kra de Gertrudis Gómez de Avallaneda y Carolina Coronado (Jesse 
Fernández); Mario Vargas Llosa: on Moral Fiction (James E. Caraway); 
Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda: Desde una Perspectiva Fem inina
(Raquel Romeu); L iterature as Revolution in  tke 2 0 lt Century M editer­
ranean W orld (Tkeresa Mackey); Santones Guerreros en el Islam  O c­
cidental (Carmen M artínez Salvador); Housekold M aterial Culture 
and tke Origins of M odern Consumerism in Spain (Jesus Cruz); Rela­
ciones Económicas entre Omeyas y Fatim ies en el M editerráneo O cci­
dental (Francisco J. Navarro Suárez & Carm en M artínez Salvador); 
Regulating Q uality in tke M editerranean Region (Victor & Jerome 
Selman); Averroës of Cordoba and tke P latonic Repu klic (Robert M. 
Helm); André Malraux, Charles de Gaull e, and Bernard de Clairvaux on 
A ction and Contem plation (M. B urckt Pranger); Aesthetics as P h ilo ­
sophical Ethos: P lotinus and Foucault (Robert M. Berckman). IS B N . 
1 -83058-20-1 , 176 pages, $ 1 7 .0 0  paperback, $ 3 0 .0 0  k  ardback.
M editerranean Perspectives: Philosophy, L iterature, H isto ry  a n d  
A r t,  edited, ky  Jam es E . C araw ay. The History and Destiny o f the 
Individual Soul in Plotinus (H.J. Blum enthal); Melville’s “Venice, 
Turner's Vignette, R uskin’s Stones, and Darwin’s Voyage (Robert K. 
Wallace); The Dang erous Infinity o f Leopardi and Visconti (Ron Massa); 
From Carmen to “Carmen” and Beyond: Prosper Mérimée and Raymond  
Chandler (J.O . Tate); The Mediterranean in the Literary Imagination o f
J.M .G . Le Clézio ( S tephen  S m ith ); In  Sea rch o f Em ma: Gustave 
Flaubert, M ario Vargas Llosa and Dacia M araini (P ilar V . Rotella); 
Italians in the Spanish Civil War (David W ingeate Pike); The Jews of 
Rome Under Fascism 1Q43-1Q44 ^Stanislao G. Pugliese); National Con­
flict and Local Environment: Radical Nationalist Street Campaigning in the 
Spanish Basque Country (Pauliina Raento) ; The Assessm ent o f Current 
Italian Politics (Salvatore G. Rotella); The Purple Shirt: Sodomites and  
Morisco in the Public A uto  de Fe o f the Spanish Royal Inquisition (Marvin 
Lunenfeld); Structuring Diversity: Reconquest Policies and the Revitaliza­
tion o f Morisco identity (Paul Axelrod and Michelle Fuerch); Democrati­
zation and Women in Muslim Societies (Kazem Alamdari); Pope Sixtus V  
and Hercules: On the Main . Façade o f the Vatican Library (Corinne
Mandel); The Multicolored and Polyphonic S u r f o f Revolution (Katherine 
Hoffm an). IS B N  1 -8 8 3 0 5 8 -3 8 -4  2 1 7  pages, $ 1 7 .0 0  paperback, 
$ 3 0 .0 0  hardtack.
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Announcement
This series, entitled Series in Contemporary Philosophical Theology (SCPT), 
focuses on original contributions of contem porary thinkers on 
philosophical theology in purely philosophical as w ell as m onotheistic and 
other religious traditions. The editors and external referees evaluate each  
m anuscript for originality o f scholarship and the philosophical and/or 
religious significance of its content. No censorship is exercised that m ight 
arrest either a departure from philosophical or a religious creed or silence  
the expression of support for established orthodoxy. The publications 
reflect solely the positions of the authors, and being diverse, cannot reflect 
the vies of either the editors or home institutions. The editors are pleased  
and privileged to be instrum ental in docum enting some dim ensions of 
creative thought of the contemporary era.
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Mehdi Golshani, The Holy Quran and the Physical Sciences 
ISBN 1-883058-39-2, $17.00 paperback
In Press
Ayatollah Muhammad Taqi Mesbah Yazdi, Philosophical Instructions: Western and
Islamic
James E. Caraway, Reflections on Whitehead’s Philosophical Theology 
Jacob Neusner, The Theological Grammar of the Old Torah, (3 volumes):
The Theological Grammar of the Old Torah, Vocabularies: Native Categories, vol. I  
The Theological Grammar of the Old Torah, Syntax: Connections and
Constructions, vol. II 
The Theological Grammar of the Old Torah, Semantics: Models of Analysis,
Explanations and Anticipations, vol. I l l
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Editor in Chief: Douglas W. Shrader 
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Editorial Board: Achim Ködderman, Michael K. Green,
Ashok K. Malhotra, Anthony Roda
BOOKS
• Virtue, Order, Mind: Ancient, Modern and Post-Modern Perspectives. 
Edited by Peter Vincent Amato. Essays by Marie I. George, Douglas W. 
Shrader, Martha Husain, Walter Wehrle, James T. H. Martin, Dennis D. Klein, 
Oscar Mohl, Angelo Juffras, Eddy Souffrant, Evangelos Kobolakis, Vincent 
Mark Vaccaro, Maureen Linker, Peter Vincent Amato. ISBN 1-883058-16-3.
•  Sartre’s Existentialism in Philosophy and Literature, Ashok Kumar 
Malhotra. This book offers innovative approaches to the reading of the novel 
Nausea, considering it as a philosophical and a psychological novel, and as a 
work of art. After depicting the existential themes in Nausea, the author 
compares the existential philosophy of Nausea to that of Being and 
Nothingness, and then deals with the ethical and social dimensions of Sartre’s 
philosophy before exploring the interconnection between philosophy, art, and 
literature. ISBN 1-883058-14-7.
•  Seeds o f Wisdom. Edited by Douglas W. Shrader. This book presents select 
papers from Oneonta’s 1996 Undergraduate Philosophy Conference. The 
papers are grouped under three headings: a) Science, Metaphysics, and the 
Construction of Reality; b) Philosophical Journeys of Self and Spirit; c) 
Historical Reflections. ISBN 1-883058-08-2.
RESEARCH PAPERS:
Douglas W. Shrader, The Logic Beneath the Caution: An Analysis o f the 
Buddha’s Response to Questions About the S e lf
Ashok K. Malhotra, On Hindu Philosophies o f Experience.
Douglas W. Shrader, Near Death Experiences: Scientific, Philosophical and 
Religious Perspectives.
Published by the Department o f Philosophy, State University o f New York at 
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(Benedictine College), James T. H. Martin (St. Johns’ U., New York), Denis 
O’Brien (CNRS, Paris), Sandro Sticca (Binghamton U), Charles Burroughs 
(Binghamton U.) and Anthony Preus (Binghamton U.)
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volume contains a commentary and a glossary of technical terms.
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On the Divine Simplicity. St. Thomas Aquinas, Scriptum Super Libros 
Sententiarum, Book I. Distinction 8. Edited and Translated by Edward M. 
Macierowski.
On Simplicity. Dialogue Between an Orthodox and a Barlaamite. Saint 
Gregory Palamas. Translated by Rein Ferwerdo and Sara J. Denning-Bolle.
For further information contact: Parviz Morewedge, IGCS, SSIPS, 
Binghamton University, SUNY, Telephone (607) 777-4495/6104/6107/6108, 
Fax (607) 777-6132/2642.
CONSORTIUM FOR BILINGUAL TEXTS
in Chinese History, Literature, Philosophy and Religion
Executive Committee: Administrative: Robert M. Berchman (Dowling College), Parviz 
Morewedge (Binghamton University); Editorial. John H. Berthrong (Boston University), John W. 
Chaffee (Binghamton University), Ron Guey Chu (Academia Sínica, Taiwan), David B. Honey 
(Brigham Young University); Director of WWW Glossary Project: Zu-yan Chen (Binghamton 
University)
Sponsoring Institutions: Binghamton University (Asian and Asian American Studies, 
CEMERS, IGCS); Boston University (School of Theology, Institute for Dialogue Among 
Religious Traditions); Brigham Young University (Department of Asian and Near Eastern 
Languages); Dotting College (Department of Philosophy); Hangchou University, PRC; Jinan
University, PRC
Publications
[In Press (to be published by CEMERS and IGCS)]
Shih-liu-kuo ch*un-ch*iu (Chronicles o f the Sixteen States), by Ts’ui Hung (d. 525 
AD). Translator: David B. Honey, Brigham Young University. The official historiographer of 
the T’o-pa Wei state, Ts’ui edited the official documents of each of the sixteen states that 
had preceded his own state of Wei in holding sway over the north of China in the 4* and 
5th centuries. This is the primary source underlying all later histories of this period and as 
such it played a crucial role in setting the historiographical outlook of later historians who 
dealt with states founded by non-Chinese nomadic or pastoral conquerors 
[Projected volumes]
Lieh-hsien chuan (Biographies o f the Holy Immortals). Translator: Gary Williams, 
Brigham Young University. An early medieval collection of Taoist biographies 
Shang-ts’ai yh-lu (Recorded Sayings o f Hsieh Liang-tso) by Hsieh Liang-tso (N. 
sung). Translator: Ron Guey Chu, Académica Sínica. The earliest and most concise 
collection of sayings by important philosophers in the 11th and 12th centuries who 
formulated what was later known as Neo-Confucianism
Shih-t*ung (Comprehensive Histotiogtaphy), by Liu Chih-chi (661-721 ADJ.
Translator: Grant hardy. University of North Carolina, Ashvilh A seminal work on Chinese 
historiography
For information, contact John W. Chaffee (re: texts) or Parviz Morewedge (re: 
publishing, disttibution, sponsorship and advertising) at Binghamton University, 
Binghamton N ew York 13902-6000
International Journal of African Studies
Previously, published as The Journal of Human Relations (since 1925) and now renamed. The 
International Journal of African Studies (HAS) publishes scholarly essays, review articles, and 
book reviews. UAS is ajournai of scholarship on socio-cultural issues, history, and economic 
and political praxis relating to Africa, and to African connections with its diaspora.
Editor
Ebere Onwudiwe, (Central State University Wilberforce)
Associate Editors
Leland Bell (Central State University, Wilberforce), Denis Brutus (University of Pittsburgh), 
Jeffery Crawford (Central State University, Wilberforce), Peter Ekeh (SONY, B«#â/o),Terrence 
Glass (Central State University, Wilberforce), Julius O. Ihonvbere (University of Texas, Austin), 
George T. Johnson (Central State University, Wilberforce), D.A. Masolo (University of 
Louisville), Makau Mataua (SUNY, Buffalo), Ali A. Mazrui (Binghamton University, SUNY), 
Isaac Mowoe (The Ohio State University), Leslie Obiora (University of Oklahoma, Norman), 
Folu Ogundimu (Michigan State University), £Uiot P. Skinner (Columbia University), Richard 
L. Sklar (Ï7CL4), Nkiru Nzegwu (Binghamton University, SUNY), Olufomi Taiwo (Loyola 
University), James Turner (Cornell University)
Book Review Eddor 
Minaboro Ibefema, (University of Alabama, Birmingham)
Managing Editor 
Parviz Morewedge, (Binghamton University; SUNY)
To Submit a Manuscript: Send three copies of typed double-spaced to Ebere Onwudiwe, 
Editor, IJAS, Center for African Studies, Central State University, Wilberforce, OH 45384. 
Authors should follow the current APA manual of style manuscripts should not be more than 30 
pages in length, including references and notes. After acceptance for publication, the editors 
will request a copy of the manuscript on a computer disk compatible with WordPerfect 6.1.
Book Reviews: Reviews should be mailed to Minabere Ibelema, Book Review Editor, UAS, 
Department of Journalism, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama 35233.
Subscription and Address Changes: Send subscriptions and advertisements (make checks 
payable to "SSIPS") to Parviz Morewedge, Managing Editor, UAS, Institute of Global Cultural 
Studies, Binghamton University, Binghamton, NY 13902.
Subscription Rates: I year Individual US$30.00
I year Institutional US $60.00
1 y ear African Universities US$30.00
International Medieval and Early Modera Studies
(IMERS)
Editorial Board
Howard Brown, Charles Burroughs (Director o f CEMERS), 
Zu-Yan Chen, Marilynn Desmond, Saul Levin, Parviz 
Morewedge (Managing Editor), Rosmarie Morewedge, 
Thomas A. O'Connor, Dana Stewart, Sandro Sticca (Editor 
ofMediaevalia), Al Tricomi, Jean C. Wilson
[In Press]
Edward C. Macierowski (translated), Joseph Owens, C.Ss.R.
(foreword), Thomas Aquinas's Earliest Treatment o f the 
Divine Essence: Scriptum super libros Sententiarum, 
Book /, Distinction 8
[Projected Volumes]
Rosmarie Morewedge, The Roles o f Women in the Middle Ages:
A Reassessment 
Jeremiah Hackett (editor). Bang and Thought in Aquinas 
Parviz Morewedge, The Mystical Philosophy o f  Avicenna 
Anthony Preus, Thoth to Apollo: Encounters Between Ancient 
Egypt and Greece
[In Manuscript Form]
Peter Cocozzella, Catalan literature 
Sandro Sticca, Italian Medieval Theater 
Charles Burroughs, Thomas A  O'Connor, Sandro Sticca, Essays 
in Art and Theater 
Dana Stewart, Festschrift John Freccero
For more information write to: Parviz Morewedge, IGCS,
Binghamton University, SUNY, (607)-777~4495, Fax (607)-777- 
2642.
International Journal o í African Studies





Tbe Star-Spangled Dialectic: African Universities and the
American Model of Higher Education..................... ............
Alt A . Mazrui
Tbe Changed Relationship Between the United States and Kenya,
1985-1995................. ............... ................................
G. Macharía Munene
Social Forces in West African Political Development.....................
Martin L. Kiison, Jr.
Translating Cultures: The Role of the Writing Class in
Engendering Yoruba Discourse............... .............................
Oyeronhe Oyeummi
Booh Review
Mary Lefkowitz, Not Out o f Africa: How Afrocentrism Became an
Excuse to Teach Myth as History......................
Jeffrey Crawford
International Institute of Islamic 
Thought and Civilization
The International Institute of Islamic Thought and Civilization (ISTAC) was 
founded on 1 December 1987 by Islamic thinker and scholar Professor Dr. Syed 
Muhammad Naquib al-Attas, who is also its director. It is a research and 
postgraduate institution offering degrees in Islamic drought, civilization and 
science at the master's and doctoral levels and was officially open on October 4, 
1991 by Malaysia's prime minister Dató Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad. The deputy 
prime minister of Malaysia’s Dató Seri Anwar Ibrahim is the chairman of the 
Board of Governors of ISTAC. The program emphasizes the study of all aspects 
of Islamic thought and civilization and that of the world's major religions and of 
the modem, secular world today. ISTAC publishes a scholarly journal (Al- 
Shajarah) and a series of text of Islamic Studies.
AL-SHAJARAH
Journal o f The International Institute o f Islamic 
Thought and Civilization (ISTAQ
Editor-in-chief 
Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas
Consultant Editors 
Wan Mohd. Nor Wan Daud, Sami K. Hamameh, Malik Badri, Alparslan 




Contents of VoL I Nos. 1 & 21996
The Frameworkfor a History of Islamic Philosophy (Alparslan Açikgeç); The Rise 
of a Shiite Learned Body-The Offices of Mufti, Faqh and Qädi (Ahmad Kazemi 
Moussavi); Ismà77 Ankaravt and the Significance of his Commentary in the 
MevlevfLiterature (Bilal Kuçpinar); Al-GhazMFs "Spiritual Crisis" Reconsidered 
(Mustafe Mahmoud Abu-Sway); Logic in Al-GhazMFs Theory of Certitude 
(Mohd. Zaidi bin Ismail); The Origins of Modem Science (Cemil Akdogan); 
Counseling and Psychotherapy from an Islamic Perspective (Malik B. Badri); 
Healing with Culture: The Case of Tayyib SMitis Mustafa Saèed (Hassan El- 
Nagar);
Partial List of Publications by ISTAC
The Fatäwäoflmam al-Ghazz&l critically edited with introductions and
notes by Mustafa Mahmoud Abu-Sway. USD $12.00 (pb.) $19.00 (hp.) 
Proceedings of the Inaugural Symposium On Islam and Contemporary Contexts
Kuala Lumpur, Edited with an introduction by Sharifah Shifa al-Attas. 
(1996) USD $50.00
Islamic Science: Towards a Definition, Alparslan Açikgenç.(1996) USD $15.00 
KitâbAl- Tasrtfli Man ‘Ajiza ‘An Al-Τα 'Lif, (On Surgery and Instruments), Al- 
Zahràwï. (1996) USD $40.00 
Islam Va Dunyavigarj (Islam and Secularism) Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas. 
(1996) USD $18.00
Religious Authority in Shi ’tie Islam: From the Office of Mufti to the Institution of 
Μαηα', Ahmad Kazemi Moussavi.(1996) USD $23.00 (pb); $35.00 (hb) 
Theology and Tafsir in the Major Works of Al-Räzl, Yasin Ceylan.(1996)USD 
$33.00
Ismä’il Ankarvlon the Illuminative Philosophy-His îzâhu Ί-Mkem: Its Edition and 
Analysis in Comparison With DawwanTs Shaw Hal Al-Hùr, Lation of 
Suhrawardfs, Hayâdl AI-N& Bilal Ku§pinar (1996) USD $25.00 (pb), 
$35.00 (hb)
Ibn Hazm's Al-Riskah Al-Bahirih, (The Magnificent Epistle), Translated for die 
first time with an introduction and notes by Muhammad Saghir Hassan al- 
Ma’sumi.(1996) USD $18.00 
DarämadiBar Jahänshinäsi-Yi îslâml (Preliminary Discourse on the Metaphysics 
of Islam: An Introduction to die Worldview of Islam), Syed Muhammad 
Naquib al-Attas.(1995) USD $42.00 
The Kitâb Bayât Al-Haqq Bi Dimän Al-Sidq By AbûAl- !Abbäs Facß Ibn
Muhammad Al Lawakari, Edited by Ibrahim Dibaji with a preface by 
Mehdi Mohaghegh. (1995) USD $25.00 
Prolegomena to the Metaphysics of Islam, An Exposition ofthe Fundamental 
Elements ofthe Worldview of Islam, Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas. 
(1995) USD $15,00 
Directory of Historians of Islamic Medicine and Allied Sciences, Sami K.
Hamameh. (1995) USD $18.00 
Al-As ’ilah Wa I-Afwibah By Al-Bsrtmiand Ibn Sma, Edited with English and 
Persian Introductions by Seyyed Hossein Nasr and Mehdi Mohaghegh. 
(1995) USD $5.00
Roots of Synthetic Theology in Islam: A Study of Ab ûMansûr AJ-Maturldx 
Mustafa Cerió.(1994) USD $15.00 
Hdqjqat Al-Sa'adah Wa Ma'naha Ffl-Islam, (The Meaning and Experience of 
Happiness in Isläm), Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas. (1993) USD 
$5.00
Commemorative Volume on the Conferment ofthe Al-Ghazâll Chair o f Islamic 
Thought (1994) USDS 15.00 
The Meaning and Experience o f Happiness in Islam, Syed Muhammad Naquib al- 
Attas. (1903) USD $4.00 
Being and Existence in Sadr A and Heidegger: A Comparative Ontology, Alparslan 
Açikgenç.(1993) USD $18.00 
The Kitàb Al-Shukck ‘Alá J a l as o f Muhammad Ibn Takariyya Al-Râzi Edited by 
Mehdi Mohaghegh. (1993) USD $36.00 
Islam and Secularism, Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas. (1993) USD $18.00 
The Nature o f Man and the Psychology ofthe Human Soul, Syed Muhammad 
Naquib al-Attas.(I993) USD $5.00 
The Concept o f Education in Islán, Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas. (1991)
USD $5.00
The Beacon on the Crest o f a Hill, Wan Mohd. Nor Wan Daud. (1991) USD $5.00 
Islam and the Philosophy o f Science, Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas.(1989) 
USD$5.00
The Oldest Known Malay Manuscript a 16m Century Malay Translation o f the
*Aqa'id o f Al-Nasqfi Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas.(1988) USD 
$18.00
The Correct Date o f the TerengganuInscription, Syed Muhammad Naquib al- 
Attas. (1984) USD $3.00 
Comments on the Re-Examination o f Al-RânirTs Hujjatu ’l-Siddlq: A Refutation, 
Syed Muhammad Naquib al-Attas.(1975) USD $15.00
For subscriptions to Al-Shajarah and other ISTAC Publications contact: 
Amnah Bte. Raya, Accountant, International Institute of Islamic Thought and 
Civilization (ISTAC), 205 Jalan Damansara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
Telephone: (03) 254 4444 Fax: (03) 254 8343
ISLAMIC TRANSLATION SERIES (ITS)
Philosophy, Theology and Mysticism
Sponsor: Institute of Global Cultural Studies (IGCS)
Publisher: Brigham Young University 
Distributor: Chicago University Press
Editor in Chief: Parviz Morewedge 
Managing Editor: Daniel C. Peterson 
Editorial Consultants: D. Black, G. Bowering, C. E. Butterworth, W. C. Chittick, M. Fakhry, J. 
Jauhari, H. Landolt, M. E. Marmura, J.T. H. Martin, S.H, Nasr, I. Poonawala, A. Preus, J.
Walbridge, and H. Ziai 
Editorial Assistant: Kyle Hettinger
1. The Incoherence of Philosophers, by Al-Ghazali, trans. by Μ. E. Marmura
2. Avicenna's Metaphysics of al-Shifa’ . Avicenna's Metaphysics of Book of al-Shifa' , 
translated by by Michael E. Marmura
3. Avicenna's Physics of al-Shifa'. The translation of the Physics of the Book of al-Shifa', 
translated by Majid F. Fakhry
4. Book of Hermeunitic Openings, by Aziz Nasafi, trans. by Hemann Landolt
5. The Metaphysics of Mulla Sadra, trans. by Parviz Morewedge, from an edition by H.Corbin
6. Al-GhazalVs Mishkat al-Anwar, trans. by David Buchman
7. The Metaphysics of Tusi, trans. by Parviz Morewedge, from an edition by M. Mudarris 
Radawi,
8. Suhrawardi’s Metaphysics of Illumination (Kitab Hikmat al-Ishraq), trans. and ed. by John 
Walbridge and Hossein Ziai.
9. Alfarabi's Harmonization of the Opinions of the Two Sages: The Divine Plato and 
Aristotle, trans. and ed. by Fauzi Najjar
10. The Metaphysics of Sabzawari (Sharh-i Gkurar al-Fara'id or Sharh-i Manzumah), trans. 
and ed. by Mehdi Mohaghegh and Toshihiko Izutsu
11. Alfarabi's Book of Religion, trans. by Charles E. Butterworth from an edition by Muhsin 
Mahdi
12. Averroes The Decisive Treatises, trans. by Charles E. Butterworth from an edition modified 
by Muhsin Mahdi
13. Al-GhazalVs The Aims of Philosophers, trans. and ed. by David B. Burell
14. Avicenna's Metaphysics of the Book of Sciences, trans. by Parviz Morewedge
15. Avicenna 's Physics of the Book of Sciences, trans. by Jamila Jauhrai
16. Avicenna’s Psychology of Al-Shifa’, trans. by Michael E. Marmura
17. Mulla Sadra on Arrivers of the Heart, trans. William C. Chitick
For additional information write to: Parviz Morewedge, IGCS, ITS, Binghamton University, 
SUNY Binghamton, NY 13902-6000 Tel (607) 777-4495, Fax (607) 777-6132
Nur
Studies in Islam ic Philosophy and M ysticism
Editors: Hermann Landolt {Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University), Parviz Morewedge 
{Institute o f Global Cultural Studies, Binghamton University), and Daniel C. Peterson {Brigham 
Young University),
Editorial Assistants: Fouad Kalouche {Binghamton University) and Kyle Hettinger {Brigham Young
University)
Sponsors Distributor
Binghamton University, SUNY Global Distribution/SSIP
Brigham Young University Binghamton University
[In Press]
Ali Misbah and Mohammad Javad Zarean, The Mystical Epistemology o f Mulla Sadra 
Seyyed Muhammad Misbah Moosavi, Abbas Ali Shamali, Mahmoud Namazi, Studies in the 
Ontology o f Mulla Sadra 
Abbas Hunzai, Nasir Khosrow on Pleasure
Muhammad Reza Hejazi, Knowledge by Presence: The Epistmologies of Suhrawadi and Mulla Sadra 
Morteza Agha Tehrani, The ShlcPhilosophy of Amuli
[Projected volumes]
Muhsin S. Mahdi, Studies in the Philosophy of Ibn Khaldun
Muhammad Fana’i , The Metaphysics of the Second Intelligibles in Islamic Philosophy
Michael E. Marmura, Studies in the Philosophy of Avicenna
Michael E. Marmura, Studies in Islamic Philosophy
Parviz Morewedge, Essays in the Philosophy of Nasir al-Din Tusi
François Gagnon, Gnostic Hermeneutics: Sijistani on Ta’wil
Charles Butterworth, Essays in Islamic Political Philosophy
For additional information write to: Parviz Morewedge, IGCS, NUR, Binghamton University,
SUNY, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000. Tel (607) 777-4495, Fax-6132
e-mail: pmorewed@binghamton.edu: http://philosophy.adm.binghamton.edu/ssips/
H ope and Challenge:
The Iranian  P resid en t Speaks
Mohammad Khatami
"While Harvard scholars like Samuel Huntington are warning us about a 
'clash of civilizations', Mohammad Khatami reminds us of the possibilities of 
dialogue. This book is a voice of optimism in a world of cultural uncertainties. 
Ali A. Mazrai, Institute of Global & Cultural Studies, Binghamton University
"... an enlightened and cohesive image of Islam and an Islamic revolution 
which is much more open to the West and new ideas than we've seen before." 
Richard W. Bulliet, Columbia University
"...a move that is generating unusual excitement among M iddle East scholars 
and policy makers..."
Judith Miller, The New York Times
❖  The landslide victory of Seyyed Mohammad Khatami in the 
May 23, 1997 presidential elections of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran has attracted substantial attention across the world. 
Kindling optimism in Iran and around the world for a brighter 
and more harmonious future for Iranians, the election results 
mark a new era. Published in the spirit of cross-cultural 
understanding that is essential to our ever-increasing global 
interdependence. President Khatami's message provides a clear 
and authentic perspective of cultural and political issues in Iran 
and the Islamic world.
ISBN 1-883058-65-1. 97 pp. $12.00. To order: Send a check made out to SSÏPS for 
$15.00 ($12.00 + $3.00 for shipping and handling). Address: Parviz Morewedge, IGCS, 
ITS, Binghamton University, SUNY Binghamton, NY 13902-6000 Tel (607) 777-4495, 
Fax (607) 777-6132.





SCIENCE AND THE MUSLIM SCIENCE UMMAH
Islamic Conception of Knowledge
Criterion for the Usefulness of any Science








The Role of Science in  Knowing God




THE SCIENTIFIC DIMENSION OF THE QURAN 
Views Concerning "Scientific Verses"
The Messages of the Quran for M uslim  Scholars 
Notes and Sources
Part 4
PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE: A QURANIC APPROACH
I- The Aim of U nderstanding Nature
II- The Possibility of Understanding Nature
III- The M ain Issues in  U nderstanding Nature
IV- Ways of U nderstanding Nature
V- Stages in  Understanding Nature
VI- Impedim ents of Cognition
VII- G uiding Principles in  U nderstanding Nature 
Notes and Sources
ISBN 1-883058-39-2. 240 pp. $17.00. Contact, IGCS, Binghamton University. Binghamton, 
New York 13902-6000.
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Institute of Global Cultural Studies (IGCS) at 
Binghamton University, The State University of New 
York, is pleased to sponsor the fifteenth annual 
international conference of the Society for the Study of 
Islamic Philosophy and Science (SSIPS) and the Society for 
Ancient Greek Philosophy (SAGP). The aim of this 
conference is to provide a platform for analysis and 
synthesis of current scholarly research on Africana, 
Greek, Jewish, Christian, Islamic and Asian philosophical 
traditions and to provide a context for the exchange of 
scholarship among scholars in these disciplines. All 
scholars are invited to participate in IGCS functions 
irrespective of their methodological, religious, political 
preferences or national origin.
Through the publications of texts, journals, and research 
papers, and through the sponsorship of seminars and 
conferences, IGCS seeks to serve as a viable scholarly 
force in the international arena of multicultural studies. 
IGCS acknowledges with much appreciation the support it 
has received from the Binghamton University 
administration, especially that of Lois B. DeFleur, the 
University President, Mary Ann Swain, the Provost and 
Academic Vice President for Research, and Solomon W. 
Polachek, the Dean of Arts and Sciences.
Ali A. Mazrui
Albert Schweitzer Professor in the Humanities 
Director of IGCS, Binghamton University 
Binghamton, New York

